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WHERE IT STARTED 

This Summer will be SurfGroms 8th season and what an adventure it has been! With more than 70,000 

young groms being introduced to the lifestyle of surfing. Surf Schools around the country have delivered 

amazing programs that keep parents and groms coming back each season, chasing the stoke! Surfing 

Australia has worked closely with schools and community centres around the country, reaching out to our younger 

community to educate them about the environment they live in. Now, with the support of the Federal Government 

through Sport Australia, Surfing Australia has developed a national initiative called nudie SurfGroms. This is a robust, 

innovative and cutting-edge junior development program for children across Australia that not only teaches them an 

exhilarating new sport, but educates them in all aspects of ocean awareness, water safety whilst integrating life skills 

and values into each session and program. 

 
 

WHAT IT IS TODAY 

nudie SurfGroms is an exclusive national junior development program for 5-12yr olds, encouraging kids to participate 

in surfing around Australia, with backing from Sport Australia. It features five incremental surfing levels, each with their 

own sets of objectives and goals. Surfing in Australia remains the ‘coolest’ sport to this day, and SurfGroms delivers 

this whilst being safe and fun. 

 

Throughout the nudie SurfGroms program and each of the skill levels incorporated into it, there is a significant 

focus on ocean awareness, water safety, etiquette, first aid, basic surf-rescue skills and surfing values which have all 

been integrated into the program. 

 

HOW IS IT DELIVERED  

 

nudie SurfGroms consists of a series of daily or weekly sessions, encompassing a minimum of 6 hours of on-beach 

professional coaching. The program has been designed with flexibility in mind to ensure each session fits the needs 

of each individual group; the different local areas; and the different climates around Australia. Provided every child 

spends a minimum of 6 hours covering all elements of the program, session times and length are completely flexible 

and left up to each delivery centre to decide. 

 

WHAT IS INCLUDED THAT MAKES IT UNIQUE 

From the first season booking, participants receive an epic Rip Curl Pack full of freebies including a nudie SurfGroms 

rash shirt to wear during the sessions and a logbook to allow progress to be tracked and recorded.  

During the program a variety of surf skills, knowledge and ocean safety components are incorporated as well as the 

integration of activities to promote the core values of SurfGroms.  

At the end of each program, based on the assessment of the coach, each grom either progresses to the next level 

of the program or is given feedback on what they need to still complete. Both outcomes allow the grom to attend a 

future program and start form where they left on their surfing development journey. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CORE VALUES 

SurfGroms goes above and beyond in delivering not only a quality surfing development experience, but ensuring 

relevant values are integrated into the program as well. The four core values of SurfGroms are listed below. 

 

 
 
 

By incorporating these values into the SurfGroms program, we can have a more significant impact on the outcomes 

of each participating grom, providing additional value and enhance their learning experience to benefit younger 

generations, their families and the wider community. 
 

WHY IT’S GREAT TO COACH 

Being a SurfGroms coach means you are apart of an Australian wide program that has the support of Surfing Australia 

behind it. This means that you will have more opportunities to develop your coaching, career and be apart of guiding 

the development of surfing forward at the grassroots level. Coaching SurfGroms can give consistency of hours over 

school holidays and Summer and is a great way to give back to the surfing community. It also has potential to help 

grow the surf schools business and expand surfing programs Australia wide. Asking experienced and current 

SurfGroms coaches what they love about the program the most, we got the following feedback; 

“Watching kids strive to achieve and complete goals to get ticks and move up levels”  

“Rewarding to watch the progressiveness of a grom from a young level 1 SurfGrom on a softboard to a hardboard 

and surfing out the back” 

“The structure of beach, talking and surfing activities works well for groms” 

“Logbooks make it great to give feedback to groms and parents and motivate kids towards goals” 

 

GETTING INVOLVED 

If your surf school is not currently delivering nudie SurfGroms, or you are a coach that has not yet been involved, here 

are some ways to get started; 

− Ensure the Surf School is affiliated with Surfing Australia 

− Ensure all coaching requirements are completed and current (Level 1 Surf Coaching course through state 

association, First aid, Bronze medallion, PBTR coaching principles, PBTR Child Safety Training) 

− Familiarise yourself with the program, the activities, skills, values and knowledge, reviewing if required 
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